
 

Teacher’s Day - Report 

 

Participants: - Students of S.Y.B.ED. 

Date: 7
th

 September 2017, Thursday. 

Place: Lecture Hall. 

 

A teacher is the heart of educational system. Teachers are the managers of the world’s greatest 

resource: children. A good teacher takes a hand, open a mind and touches a heart. 

           The Xavier’s family celebrated teacher’s day with full zeal and enthusiasm to show the 

acknowledgement and recognition of the hard work put in by the teachers towards the student’s 

development. The students along with council members did all the preparations with complete energy 

and excitement. The program started with welcoming the manager Rev. Fr. Blaise D’Souza, Principal 

Dr. Sosamma Samuel, the faculties/staff. It was followed by a prayer service to mark the auspicious 

occasion, thanking the almighty and praying for each of the teachers. Then the students presented 

beautiful greeting cards to the teaching and the non-teaching staff to acknowledge and appreciate their 

continuous efforts and the role they play in the student’s life.  

Students enacted a skit depicting how teachers mould the lives and direct the path of students towards 

success. Then there were various games conducted for the teachers by the students such as heads up, 

guessing the childhood images and identifying the voices of each teacher. One of the students also 

performed a dance involving and engaging all the teachers. The performance of teachers on stage was 

a memorable one.  

Dance, music, skits made the day explicable. The students took great efforts and ensured that teachers 

enjoy every minute. 

The program ended with speeches given by Manager-Fr. Blaise D’Souza and Principal-Dr. Sosamma 

Samuel highlighting the role of teachers who shape the character, calibre and future of the students. 

They addressed the teachers of the present and the future. Also appreciated the efforts of the B.ED. 

Students in putting up such a lovely and joyful program. 

 

 



                  

 

 

 

- Shrutika Sylvester Lopes 


